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if you were to choose a specific point to enter my life, a point that lies either in their past or future, which one would you choose?

if you could choose one of my parallel worlds to see first, which one would you choose?

to close my eyes is to read what’s written on the back of the eyelids what do you have tattooed on yours?

the past lies behind the present continues to speak to us those who walked the path before me I stand where they stood with legacy and baggage.

the following information will give you insights on my thought process, why I run things the way I do; it will help you make sense of the projects that I created during graduate school; it is a reflection of my current critical consciousness: an awareness of the inequity and injustice that I have experienced due to my positionality and a strategy to challenge that as I am continuously being, acting, and becoming in the world; it is also my attempt to evoke notions concerning the self, space, and language through the materiality of the document; inevitably, it will also take away the mystery that exists in my heavily coded work.

i have long been relying on someone else’s words i plan someday to speak perhaps that someday could start today.

lie behind (someone or something)
1. to be positioned behind someone or something
2. to be in someone’s or something’s past

Everything that lies behind me makes me who I am and shapes what lies ahead.

The context for my design practice is built on a foundation of a vast computational infrastructure that operates on a binary logic of zeros and ones. Imbued with institutional discrimination and systemic marginalization, this socio-political system executes each action based on the constant repetition of predefined either/or choices. The ongoing circumstance of the global pandemic only seems to push the division further into two ends of a spectrum and at every level, from the micro to the macro. Having spent almost half of my life abroad in the U.S. as a Vietnamese of French and Chinese descent, my whole being is made of parts derived by war. I view myself as a hybrid that has been constantly pressured to choose between a rigid set of limited available options.

Having crossed different geographical and cultural borders, I can’t seem to position myself beyond society’s forced binaries of race, sexuality, and materiality. My personal diasporic experience drives me to bring together various presences, putting them next to one another, engaging them in dialogues. My works often share multiple space-time possibilities: a digital space, a physical site, a virtual utopia. Occupying these parallel worlds are varied ratios of mixtures of natural ecosystems, my own system of abstraction, and existing technological systems that allow us a level of individual engagement not previously available. I want to invite people to fluctuate between these dimensions, immerse themselves in the ambivalence, and welcome slippage as inevitable clumsy moments with potential joy, which tend to happen through the combined presence of various elements. I hope that the experience would shape a more generative framework for interactions. The in-between space could be a void // something (in)visible // something (in)tangible.
You road I enter upon and look around, I believe you are not all that is here, I believe that much unseen is also here.

this document contains densely layered, simultaneous visual and linguistic illusions at play chaotic collisions of words from multiple online dictionaries words i want to say words i am not allowed to use words needed to be said other people’s words possibilities for the unfolding of new relationship(s) between words words i do not yet discover words i do not yet understand words i do not yet have

this here is black ink on white paper pixels instantiated on screen open source code take it leave it make of it what you will randomize it have fun with it what’s laid out in the following pages is merely a starting point
i was raised to be practical
i was trained to be technical
i am equally skilled with a pencil as with a mouse
i was confident about my tool kit
but it wasn't important for my voice to come through
or to be heard
it was all about the voice of the powerful, the dominant, the influential
what i had to offer was still less than what they would want to spend on a worker
when there are thousands more
if only i were a drone…
i have always had a tough time understanding why society applauds mediocrity
when there are countless possibilities
i resented the positionality that i was born into
i grappled to find meaning and motivation
the puddle was slowly drying out
i spent a year floating in rivers
but still couldn't find my escape
clogged
blocked
stagnant
another 10 months mostly in muddy lotus pond
rushing at any chance i get to be surrounded by saltwater again
but i was still afraid to take to the sky
so i decided to come to the river city
merging into stronger stream
hoping i could learn a bit about
what is true and fake
how to give and take

Each of us is here now because in one way or another we share a commitment to language and to the power of language, and to the reclaiming of that language which has been made to work against us.

[1984] <Audre Lorde> "Sister Outsider" export PATH
up to now, i have been seen as
tabula rasa
a blank slate
a white piece of paper bended into a thousand folds to take on different forms
a mannequin
a posable figure
molded after the master’s specifications
manipulated according to his imagination
even contorted in horrific ways
twisted and deformed
not wholly human
thick-skinned

have i any hopes of feeling whole?
must i be unified into a whole?
whole
a void

hole
/həʊl/  
1. a hollow place in a solid body or surface  
2. a small or unpleasant place

void
/voʊd/  
1. not valid or legally binding  
2. a completely empty space | a space full of what isn’t there
an alien
eextraterritorial
ought to be excluded/expulsed
demonic
exotic
authentic
oriental
a machine
accelerating at maximum speed
within a high performance consumer culture and service society
surveilled to act in accordance with the default settings
validated not by who i am, but how i behave
a robot
within a matrix of highly distinctive social, political, and historical forces
tirelessly churning out quality work
at minimum wage for my labor
celebrated only when it is in service to others
taking joy in being functional
une enfant sauvage
born sexy yesterday
aliensated from its root
feral mouth
greedy tongue
numbing itself
in the beguiling sweetness of fuyu kaki
and zhēn zhū nǎi chá
and the lingering bitterness of french roast
and americano
how long has it been since it last tasted a drop of cà phê sữa đá?

For Lacan, seeing is fundamentally social because it relies on an exchange of gazes: one looks and one is seen. The desire to see the self through the image of the other is a notion that Western representation exploits.

In looking at the other (animate or inanimate) the subject seeks to see itself. Looking, then, both obscures and reveals the looker.

For Lacan, seeing is fundamentally social because it relies on an exchange of gazes: one looks and one is seen. The desire to see the self through the image of the other is a notion that Western representation exploits.
i was seen as black
i have been seen as white
i have been mostly seen as brown
i am partially white
undeniably, i am mostly yellow

i am not legally recognized as american
and despite the signifier of my ethnicity
i have never felt confident claiming that i am vietnamese

"you get the best of both worlds" they say
but all i have experienced is
endless fluctuation
always the next closest thing to what they want to point their finger at
when the search for a scapegoat arises
my difference, however minuscule it is, becomes a convenience for them to treat me as an outsider.
The dominant regimes had the power to make us see and experience ourselves as ‘other.’ It is one thing to position a subject or set of peoples as the Other of a dominant discourse. It is quite another thing to subject them to that ‘knowledge.’
The live coding performance is an attempt to shift the focus away from the performer's corporeal body. The connection with the technology becomes the star of the show: interaction, correlation, and collaboration. The event announcement, reminiscent of a mythological creature sighting, hinted at advertising and marketing tactics to control behavior. The fox mask and its implication can be easily recognized by members of a specific online community, but is abstruse otherwise. The performance in totality gestures the darker side of technology proliferation and the “new absence” in the contemporary age. The self is in public space but is essentially absent, engrossed in the virtual space.

singular
/ˈsiŋɡələr/
1. of or relating to a separate person or thing: individual
2. being out of the ordinary: unusual | puzzling strangeness
3. departing from general usage or expectation | doesn’t follow the specification of the system

A singularity that happened once will never happen again. Feeling like the first time it happened will never be the same as feeling it for the first time: there may be many similar instances that are almost, but never the exact same.
post nine-eleven and recently with covid
people are increasingly troubled by uncertainty
they feel exhausted by confusion
threatened by ambiguity
they are explicit in expressing a desire for clear meaning
ambiguous existence needs to be located either here or there
needs to be put in its proper place
put back in place
i cannot be defined with clarity by the dominant gaze
i do not fit neatly into any available container
i am data that cannot be easily processed by the oppressive system
misplaced
displaced
in vietnam, i can't keep the westerness from seemingly exuding from inside
in the u.s., i can't deny the obvious asianess of my appearance
there is no place for me in either place
in addition to my own baggage of racial trauma
to a certain degree, i inherit my grandfather's experience of holding onto
sacred information
about myself
about things i hold dear
the biological association with whiteness had to be kept a secret
needed to be kept a secret
it was essential to his survival
to reveal too much could have meant pain, incarceration, or death
my family's cultural association with whiteness also set us apart
i carry remnants of inherited family trauma
sleeping inside
fragments of traumas too great to be resolved in one generation
traumatic reenactment
in a sense, i feel as if i reject my own whiteness by denying its existence
how to embrace my heritage,
take pride in it
if i do that, especially now, it would seem that i do it for all the wrong reasons
i question my own authenticity as a person of color
every time i tell people that i am vietnamese
i feel like a phony
sooner or later they will see right through the surface that veils
an ambiguity that is too complicated and would take too long to unfold
the glances of the other fixed me here
a fragmented sense of being
an ongoing interior–exterior negotiation
a messy site of splitting and doubling
parts bleed and blend into one another
whatever it is
how can i deny it when it is as much a part of me
as any other parts
i don't want to deny it
i don't want to have to deny it.
It is not about how you look, it is about how people assign meaning to how you look.

i deploys the phonetic word /ī/
as in vision, perception
to stand in for /ī/ as in self
the obvious or ambiguous lack of the /ī/ where it is expected
and its presence and/or multiplication in unexpected places.
deviating from
the singular homogeneous cyclops
with a unitary core
or a ‘normal’ binocular
who operates on a binary logic.

perhaps
i’m nothing more than an ineffectual butterfly
with eye-like markings on its wings
trying to intimidate others that it is dangerous
in itself both a menace and a mockery
an insect
a pest
a bug
a glitch
a residue of a biological and
a production of a cultural varied-ratio western-eastern mix
an anomaly
an accidental
that clogs the smooth operation of the oppressive system
uncooperative
a harbinger of a flawed system
hella flawed!
in biology, an accidental is an individual animal that has wandered far from its normal range for mysterious reasons, often related to aberrant weather during migration or genetic mutations.
in computer engineering, debugging is actually all about finding the bug, about understanding why the bug was there to begin with, about knowing that its existence was no accident.
in social engineering, the ones who are in control of the system have known all along that the system is flawed in so many ways; it’s far from perfect, unstable, and ripe for change; the bug has made itself known, yet the engineer(s) deny its presence its existence
turning a blind eye.
if there is a state worse than being fragmented, othered, it is to be rendered invisible. a denial of presence a forced and enforced absence until the search for a scapegoat arises then the invisible become hypervisible i cloak many layers of invisibility it is easy for people to, intentionally or unintentionally, treat me as if i don’t exist. being a woman and asian constitute a double invisibility as a bender shapeshifter who crosses boundaries, defies customs, subverts and breaks rules i have to be mindful of my visibility i admire the working model of a hermit a kind of medieval monk laboring over his illuminated manuscripts a Henry Darger constructing his own unique imaginary world to partly compensate for a life of isolation and inconsequence

it seems design is about the only place left where i am not fazed to express my fondness for the white space and the white page paper stands in for my physical body blemish fold scuff cut rip tear of those facets i disclose online | in life vibrant | dull how many overlaps?
Asian American women still remain in the background and we are heard but not really listened to.

We must remember that one of the most insidious ways of keeping women and minorities powerless is to let them only talk about harmless and inconsequential subjects, or let them speak freely and not listen to them with serious intent.

To finally recognize our own invisibility is to finally be on the path toward visibility.

Invisibility is not a natural state for anyone.

Folding is a selective process. It sacrifices parts for a purpose. It conceals some parts and highlights others.

Unfolding is undoing, deconstructing, dismantling, turning material back into its original form. The creases in an unfolded paper contain its history and, in a way, save it from amnesia. No matter how we take this paper and iron it, it will still show the crease. This line saves the material from amnesia, from forgetting. The history of material inscribed itself in the form of creases.
what about the part that is cut away?
how do you save the material from forgetting the part that is no longer there
the part that is a few generations removed?
just because it isn’t there does not mean it didn’t exist.

when I work with the X-acto blade
I have to think carefully about which part gets to stay and which part
ought to be removed
is it absolutely necessary?
for what reason should I deny its existence?
caution and controlled
contemplation
planning things out in order not to take the damaging step that would make it
impossible to make amends.

in the process of conjuring up an image,
the missing part,
the part that is not there,
is just as important as the part that remains.
what is there and what isn’t there are equally important.

things that I do and don’t do as a cultural producer are equally important.
The spiral staircase is situated in the deepest part of the Pump House where light sources cannot reach, thus having no shadow. In this site-specific projection mapping, I recreate the antique stair to the smallest details in 3D modeling software to be the animated shadow. By situating what is supposed to be there but is in fact missing, the real becomes a materialized copy of the artificial. The slippage between these “same, but not quite” versions fixes each presence as ‘partial.’ New technology doesn’t erase historical traits but instead reminds the viewer of what is still accessible.

presence /ˈprezəns/
1. being together physically and literally
   The literal form of presence: corporeal bodies being together in a physical space. Lying down next to each other doing nothing, just our presence alone is enough. To feel each other’s presence is bliss.
   The expressions used in everyday life all promise presence or longing for the next time to be in each other’s presence:
   I’m right here.
   I’m not going anywhere.
   I’ll be there soon.
   I wish I was there with you now.

2. being together virtually and symbolically
   When apart, the amorous subjects try to materialize their presence to varying degrees: text, facetime (voice & sight), something in the mail (touch), scheduled edible arrangement (taste), piece of clothing by the pillow side (smell).
   By drinking Mitsuha’s kuchikamizake (“mouth-chewed sake”), Taki was able to connect with her through space and time. As long as one possesses something of the other person (red string, saliva; two individuals are inextricably connected no matter which dimension they inhabit.

One day I told A about the seemingly absurd idea of “transhumanism.” I asked:
“How would it be any different if I’m a voice in the cloud compared to how I am facetimeing you right now?”

In a long-distance relationship, the symbolic presence becomes the main mode of being together. Presence and absence are always partial. The loved being’s existence alone is enough reassurance. Even if they are not with you physically, they are still virtually present.

Going back and forth between places, my identity is always in flux. A lover figure becomes a sort of anchor, something both tangible and intangible that keeps me coming back to one place. I rely on the relationship for stability. I would try my best for it to stay unaffected no matter the circumstances, so at least something of me always stays the same.

3. the state of existing, occurring, or being present in a place or thing
   The need for material presence, it seems, is what makes us human. The moment Samantha stops desiring a human body to share physical moments with Theodore, she fully embraces herself as a posthuman entity. It still seems difficult even for a film like Her, which takes AI seriously as independent entities, Bethany reveals to her parents that she is a transhumanist: “I don’t want to be flesh. I want to escape this thing and become digital,” she says. “They say one day there will be clinics in Switzerland where you can go and sign a form and they’ll take your brain and download it into the cloud. I want to live forever as information. That’s what transhumans are: Where I’m going, there’s no life or death; only data. I will be data.”

encre | әncre
throw the ink away | drop the anchor
a break in a written narrative | in a journey a blank page
to imagine a relationship beyond desires to be human or leaving the physical world behind altogether.

Martha ends up storing a humanoid version of the deceased Ash in the attic. Even when someone is gone, they are never truly gone from your life. You remember how they move, how they talk, how they act—the intangibles of humanness which make up the people we love that is so much more than a hollow physical presence.

part of me will always be with you...
in programming, to instantiate is to create a concrete instance or a particular realization of an abstraction not an actual real not a really real but an executable file one can run in a computer.

in a strict taxonomic sense, the screen is a mere instantiation of surface let us consider the surface as a portal to a different world right in front of our eyes yet so out of reach

let it be freed to appear in a variety of manifestations water surface, mirror, shop window, glass panel through which we skim the surface of the world the site where most of our interactions take place nowadays the closest to us—the surface of the skin / of touching / outward appearance surface not as boundary, but as a site of intractable multiplicities surface as fragile tissue neither blanc nor black nor blank surface as transgressable how does it look like on the other side? surface as habitable a place where one wants to stay
The following writings are collected from multiple sources (books, journals, thesis dissertations, course blogs and institutional websites) to aid me in understanding the key text, *Mediated: The Anthology of Performance*, by Peggy Phelan. Each piece takes on a different approach: some simply unpacked, while other critiqued, reformulated, or expanded upon the arguments made by Phelan. Through assembling this anthology, I also am collecting support materials for a position paper that addresses an idea or issue relevant to the performativity topic. Because of the theoretical nature of these texts, they look plausible set in EB Garamond. Overlaid these writings are my notetaking set in Roboto. I rely on the distinction between serif and sans-serif typefaces to differentiate my own writing from the collected texts. The site's layout resembles my close reading experience while keeping it fairly easy to navigate.

Becoming itself through disappearance, performance is pure experience, not anchored in any kind of materiality. But looking closer at her text, one can see that all the examples she analyzes are not classical performances. She chooses artworks that are literally based on the use of different media and...
the simultaneity of multiple zones occurs when one is in front of the screen or behind (depends on the perspective)

are you the one looking or the one being looked at?

the outside world, moving at seemingly indefinitely increasing speed, is the zone where I have been trying so hard to be a part of, but have never felt belonged.

the enclosed zone inside a certain vessel where time seems to stand still, but it is not safe to be in this zone, even momentarily, requires more than monetary capability, a surveillance zone.

in-between these two zones is the screen.

here, the reflection of myself, other passengers, and all that exists within one zone is projected on top of a fleeting outside world. in this hybrid zone of the screen, we all have our place and no one is questioning or policing our presence.

a zone of non-being.

a nourishing zone for generative dialogues.

dialogue

1. a discussion between two or more people or groups, especially one directed toward exploration of a particular subject

“Dialogue should not be confused with discussion or debate. Both discussion and debate suggest working towards a goal or reaching a decision, rather than with dialogue which is simply exploring and learning. Meeting without an agenda or fixed objective is done to create a ‘free space’ for something new to happen.”

—David Bohm

Analogies and metaphors help structure our perspective and provide a foundation for how we understand the world. The primary metaphors of the web were mostly drawn from books and architecture (pages, browser, sites, etc.) until the emergence of a new, more flexible, water-related metaphor: a real time, flowing, dynamic stream of information. I long for a gathering between dualities—which drives me to bring them together in my work, put them next to one another, engage them in Zoom-inspired dialogues. I input cliché metaphors of multiple dualities into a randomizer with the hope that slippage and/or hybridization would generate new ways of thinking about their relationship.
In absence we long for what is distant, zooming mimics the gesture of reaching for. To pull something far away closer into view. Images of pointless zooms into nothingness as if gesturing only towards the act of reaching itself and the desire of closing that distance.

apparently real but not always really apparent
real but not quite
same but not quite
same but not white
i have gotten used to be seen
not for what i am
but for what i am not
despite the call to celebrate difference,
i feel i am tolerated but never really accepted
never fully accepted

a desire to be seen as i see myself
who i believe i am
to be valued for my specificity rather than in spite of it
to be a part of
not apart from

in the wake of covid and physical distancing, it is understandable that community building rhetoric is getting all the hype these days. to me, the rhetoric of appropriation ("you are like me") and assimilation ("i am like you") runs the risk of denying or suppressing the otherness of others. it effaces the difference that is the substance of difficulty.

the problem isn’t that difference exists in the world. race, class, gender and other forms of difference are always being constituted and negotiated in a cross-boundary process. when difference becomes a site of "contestation, abuse, insult, and discrimination," only at this point is cultural difference produced and difference leads to a politics of discrimination.
generating work is more than what i do and make.
in the process of bringing a work into being, all the selves within me can talk to one another.
there stopped being different i's, instead, there is only now a ‘we’.
my practice is an ongoing dialogue
an active participation between different parts within myself
a meeting place between fragments that have been broken apart, displaced, dispersed
if the pieces couldn’t be restored immediately, then in some way, could be reassembled
at least, brought together closer in proximity in one place
a liminal temporal space to experience a relational way of being
an in-between aims at disintegrating fixed entities by unpredictable moves, make visible
and relocate the marginalized from the periphery to the center
also apparent in the work is the preoccupation with both voluntary and forced movement
this prompts me to create an opportunity where people can experience what it feels like
to spend time with different manifestations beyond their corporeal self, those being: their
shadow, their re-represented self in the mirror, their ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ projections.
i want to invite others to fluctuate between different dimensions, immerse themselves in
the ambivalence, and welcome slippage as inevitable clumsy moments with potential joy,
which tend to happen through the combined presence of various elements. i hope that the
experience would shape a more generative framework for relations and interactions with
and in these spaces.

i am willing to invite difficulty into my work
hold space for difference
produce not meaninglessness but an excess of meaning
make meaning to excess
unincorporated
unincorporable
the trace of what is disavowed is not repressed
but repeated as something different
a mutation
a hybrid

In the realm of third space, difference is thus conceptualized as
contradictory and ‘irregular’, taking place decidedly outside the
dualistic system of thinking that characterizes Western understandings
of culture and discourses of modernity more broadly.
Community must not mean a shedding of our differences, nor the pathetic
pretense that these differences do not exist. Difference must be not
merely tolerated, but seen as a fund of necessary polarities between
which our creativity can spark like a dialectic. Only then does the
necessity for interdependency become unthreatening.

Both dissonance and harmony are parts of the melody of life.

i gather
1. come together; assemble or accumulate
2. bring together and take in from scattered places or sources
3. an act that can be done for someone from someone else
She gather me, man. The pieces I am, she gather them and give them
back to me in all the right order.
—Toni Morrison’s Beloved, 1987

Both dissonance and harmony are parts of the melody of life.

Both dissonance and harmony are parts of the melody of life.
after a long process of alienation
i no longer seek acceptance, one way or another
i answer to my own system of validation

i have chosen a diasporic identification
to struggle against systemic oppression and marginalization

a hybrid fluctuating between non-place

space
place
other space
void

i want to become a chameleon
a cuttlefish
an octopus
a creative fugitive
who hides in plain sight by obfuscating the perception of surfaces
decomposing the mediums of vision
suspending and collapsing the appearance–reality distinction
free to take on many forms
shape-shifting
to appear in a variety of manifestations
with a flexible ability to cycle through multiple identities
adapt and adopt
to survive and defy
a fully specific programme: a subjective experience isolated from all specified conformity
always the latest version but never a final one
a series of complementary and contradictory identifications operating simultaneously
constantly updating
an interplay of light and color
hacking the dominant gaze
with a puzzling, dazzling iridescent shine.

iridescent
//ˈaɪdəs(ə)ns//
1. visual characteristic attributed to surfaces that change in color when seen from different angles
2. a visual phenomenon which seems to exist only insofar as it is seen
3. showing a play of many bright colors that change with movement
4. a particularly scintillating instantiation of camouflage.

it is a kind of sign, secreted from within the being of the animal, working its way toward the external world.

examples of iridescence can be found in the tapetum lucidum layer in the eye, minerals, and a wide variety of animals from insects to aquatic lives.
I gradually turned away from looking at projects as opportunity to hone my skill or learn new skill instead using them as a means for self-analysis and self-exploration shifting my focus from the wide-angle looking at the generic to the macro lens looking deeply inward

The two-year journey has opened my eyes to a realization that my positionality doesn’t have to be something so crippling it can be resolved and elevated to a positive condition of enlightened existence I am excited about the opportunity to put myself in drastically different contexts and await metamorphosis my period of becoming a chrysalis has come once again

I feel well-equipped to push ahead navigating the waves and chaos that are to come when the mundanity of commercial work couldn’t satisfy my curious mind and much inequality and injustice are still out there making it hard not to lose heart and hope I trust that I can find my balance and keep my crystalline from fading

Identity as self-perception is a cluster of currents in constant movement with the ebb and flow that I have been through in my life so far I learned to prefer being not quite right and out of place.

Even though migrations are a constant in history, they are often treated like a temporary emergency. In recent centuries movements are especially stalled or precarious when encountering national sovereignty. The nation state has a dumb on-off button to grant or deny citizenship/asylum.

My double-consciousness could not simply be switched on and off like two divided selves but rather they blur into inner contradiction, each side hiding from the other until the doors of self-reflection force open dialogue.
The limit of representation itself is a limit to the state.

what the state cannot tolerate in any way is that singularities form a community without claiming an identity, that human beings co-belong without a representable condition of belonging.

to ignore or plagiarise representation, to refuse to give it what it claims as its due, is to begin a politics of statelessness. a politics which is always temporary, always becoming something other than itself.

Iridescence allows us to constellate a conception of the surface precisely not as boundary, but as a scintillating site of intractable multiplicities.

The man who finds his homeland sweet is still a tender beginner; he to whom every soil is as his native one is already strong; he who is perfect to whom the entire world is as a foreign land. The tender soul has fixed his love on one spot in the world; the strong man has extended his love to all places; the perfect man has extinguished his.

Bhabha has become one of the leading writers in postcolonial studies as he developed key concepts associated with the field, such as hybridity, “third space,” mimicry. He argues that cultural production is always most productive where it is most ambivalent. This book is a collection of Bhabha’s main theories, including: his rejection of the culturally perceived binary oppositions of self/other and East/West, his ideas on the “third space,” in-between forms of difference, a political subjectivity based on multi-dimensional identifications. He maps new directions away from both the absolutist demands of fundamentalism and the limiting narratives of liberalism.


This book/space/encounter makes poetic the kind of augmentation technology that is already underway in e-literature and offers new ways of reading the book and the self in relation to books. It bridges the space between page and screen, human and machine, physical and digital, poetry and game. One factor is not simply added to the other, but is worked out simultaneously in order to create a communication in which both are required to produce the meaning.

Because Timothy David Orme captures this piece’s relevance to the work presented in this thesis better than I ever could:

“It’s a mirrored reading experience that places the reader in an interpolated, virtual space between the surface of the page and the surface of the screen, a space that places both text and reader as a kind of shadow, a space that enables the reader to see themselves where they are absent. It’s a beautiful attempt to enact the serious playfulness of language, reading, otherness, the otherness of reading, and of language and reading interacting with the 21st century. It offers a sustained theory about Asiatic femininity in Western culture, filling a glaring absence in critical theory.


Drawing from and speaking to the multiple fields of feminism, critical race theory, visual culture, performance studies, legal studies, and object ontology, Ornamentalism pushes the vocabulary about racial and sexual commodification and objectification past the tenets of Saidean Orientalism and Foucauldian critiques. The book presents a wifful encounter with the seductive entanglement between organic corporeality and aesthetic abstraction imputed to yellow womanhood, which directly links to a technological history of synthetic personhood in the West from the 19th to 21st century. It offers a sustained theory about Asiatic femininity in Western culture, filling a glaring absence in critical theory.


In a talk given to a group of architects, Foucault outlines the notion of heterotopia in relation to institutional and socio-cultural spaces that are somehow ‘other’: disturbing, incompatible, contradictory, and transforming. Heterotopias are worlds within worlds, exhibiting dual meanings, mirroring yet upsetting what is outside. He explains the link between utopias and heterotopias using the metaphor of a mirror—at once absolutely real, relating with the real space surrounding it, and absolutely unreal, creating a virtual image. He calls for a society with many heterotopias, not only as a space with several places of the affirmation of difference, but also as a means of escape from authoritarianism and repression.


Cultural studies icon Stuart Hall’s canonical essay appears simultaneously as political, scholarly, and personal concerns. In this text, he recognizes two conceptualizations of cultural identity as simultaneously unified and separated by factors related to place and movement—the first: an essentialist view that emphasizes ‘oneness’ and the second: an understanding that identity is never fixed but subject to the continuous ‘play’ of history, culture, and power. Socialists and others struggling for liberation may find his work useful in thinking critically about important motivators and organizational logics that have been and continue to be significant for so many (masses of) people.

Philip, Marlene Nourbese. “Discourse on the Logic of Language.” In Silence Softly Breaks . Wesleyan University Press, 2014, pp. 30–33. A striking and unapologetic polyphony of narratives that gives more than a glimpse of the author’s alienation from her roots and the colonial implications of language. The discourse of historical amnesia which emerges from Philip’s fragmentary and hybrid style of writing is strictly connected with that of a historicized, both personal and shared, form of aphasia. Constructing her poem out of four narratives, each displaying a different perspective on language, Philip makes it clear that language is not apolitical; it has always been a tool and instrument of oppression and reproduction more generally.

Phelan, Peggy, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance. Routledge, 1991. Unmarked has become a seminal text in performance studies and provoked important discussions within psychoanalysis, media studies, cultural studies, and feminist theory. Phelan examines the relationship between political and representational visibility and invisibility within both mainstream and avant garde art, suggesting that there may be some political power in an active disappearance from the visual field. She argues that the non-reproductive power of performance offers a different way of thinking about cultural production and reproduction more generally.

Lorde, Audre. Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches. Crossing Press, 2007. Remaining relevant for both its literary and political content, Sister Outsider is an essential contribution to critical psychology, African American studies, gay and lesbian studies, Black queer studies, Black feminism, postcolonial feminism, and feminist thought at large. Lorde unpacks the stereotypes and assumptions inherent in the binary language and uses her own intersecting identities as a starting point from which to critique both mainstream white feminism and Black patriarchy. This collection of hybrid works— including tangents of memoir, quotations of poetry (sometimes Lorde’s own), and analysis of data and primary sources — offers insight into ways that different forms of oppression and experience intertwine. She emphasizes the importance of people like herself being able to openly display and draw upon their multifaceted experiences in activist spaces, rather than choosing between various identities for the sake of others’ comfort.

Lorde, Audre. “Discourse on the Logic of Language.” In Silence Softly Breaks . Crossing Press, 2007. Though silence is a weapon, simultaneously survival and oppression, language, Philip makes it clear that language is not apolitical; it has always been a tool and instrument of reproduction more generally. Constructing her poem out of four narratives, each displaying a different perspective on language, Philip makes it clear that language is not apolitical; it has always been a tool and instrument of oppression and reproduction more generally.

Lorde, Audre. “Discourse on the Logic of Language.” In Silence Softly Breaks . Crossing Press, 2007. Though silence is a weapon, simultaneously survival and oppression, language, Philip makes it clear that language is not apolitical; it has always been a tool and instrument of reproduction more generally. Constructing her poem out of four narratives, each displaying a different perspective on language, Philip makes it clear that language is not apolitical; it has always been a tool and instrument of oppression and reproduction more generally.


Said, Edward W. “Reflections on Exile.” In Reflections on Exile and Other Essays. Granta, 2000, pp. 180–192. Said puts into words eloquently the experiences which validate my own and provides a humanistic and logical explanation to a spiritual state of alienation and solitude that I had no vocabulary for at the time. Reading this text made possible my transition from resenting and bemoaning to coming to terms and feeling empowered with my condition of displaced intellectual exile living in between two cultures, at odds with each other, feeling at home in neither. I find in this brilliant mind, already matured by the experience of exile, guidance and preference not to be ascribed to fixed ideas or geographically restricted world(s). Identity as self-perception is a cluster of flattening currents in constant movement. Exile, transformed into enriching encounters and proposed as a tool for cultural studies, enables critics a global vision to see through constructed illusions, transcend ideological boundaries, and facilitate the study of others and their culture.

Wark, McKenzie. A Hacker Manifesto. Harvard University Press, 2004. Situating at the intersection of media studies and political, cultural, critical theory, this book offers an in-depth look at the state and society in the age of digital culture and globalized economy. The author extends the term ‘hacker’ well beyond the ‘computer hacker’ archetype to a wide variety of individuals who work with information, data, and abstractions. Her ultimate vision for the future resonates with some form of stateless communism where private property and class rule might be escaped, transformed, transcended. Though the author did not come out by the time of writing this book, it is meaningful and inspiring to me, in the same fashion as the Wachowskis’ and their movie The Matrix (1999), that it is a work by a trans woman.

Yamada, Mitsuye. “Invisibility is an Unnatural Disaster: Reflections of an Asian American Woman.” In This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color, edited by Cherríe Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa. SUNY Press, 2015, pp. 30–35. The author recounts personal experiences to show how she was racialized and gendered as an Asian American woman, both in her own family and in the outside world. She professes the purpose for writing is to encourage Asian American women and other minorities to speak out and defy the cultural codes that enforce the silencing of the oppressed. Yamada was of the second generation Japanese after World War II and had been in a considerably different time and context in the U.S. when she wrote those words, yet her call only seems to ring louder with the recent anti-AAPI incidents following the pandemic.
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